
Episode #4

What Happens When Leaders 
Visit Classrooms 500x A Year



Our Focus

The Instructional Leadership Show 
exists to help you:
•Confidently get into classrooms every day
•Have feedback conversations that change 
teacher practice
•Discover your best opportunities for school 
improvement



Welcome!

Introduce yourself in the comments:
•What’s your role?
•Do you like getting into classrooms?



Today’s Topic

What Happens When 
Leaders Visit Classrooms 

500x A Year



The Plan

•Visit 3 classrooms a day, every day
•Stay for 5-15 minutes
•Chat briefly
•Use the language of your instructional 
framework
•Ask evidence-based questions
•Visit on a consistent rotation



Keep Track to Stay On Track

PrincipalCenter.com/notecards



Ask Evidence-Based Questions

PrincipalCenter.com/notecards



Eileen, Deputy Head of School

“I had a better pulse on the building and the teachers! 
I knew what was happening. I could speak to how a teacher 
teaches and relationships with students from personal 
experience. That’s powerful. 
Also, the students would talk about my being in classrooms 
and it changed them and their behavior.”



Jay, Middle School Principal

“When you get into classrooms regularly, the teachers and 
students expect to see more of you. 
The teachers also expect that you will give them more 
feedback about curriculum, classroom management, and 
tendencies.”



Andrea, Instructional Coach

“I found that it’s so easy to get weighed down by the paper work and 
administrative tasks that HAVE to get done to run a school or special 
program, like ESL. With your tools, I was able to develop an instructional 
leader mindset that valued classroom visits, PLC collaboration, and 
instructional coaching.
While I definitely didn’t get into classrooms every day, nor did I get into all of 
my teachers’ classrooms multiple times, I spent more time in classrooms this 
year than I have any other year.
These are some things that happened…”



Andrea, ESL Instructional Coach,
Continued
• “I got to know teachers better. (At least those whose classes I 

visited frequently.)
• I found more opportunities to coach teachers in less invasive ways.
• I learned more about content areas that I am not familiar with.
• I have more context to apply the ESL instructional knowledge that I have 

and feel more valuable contributing to my district ESL team.
• Students saw me more, and I was able to build my relationship with them.
• I developed more confidence in myself as an instructional leader.
• I also found that somehow I still got the most important administrative 

tasks done and probably more efficiently.”



Takeaways

• Visiting classrooms 500x a year isn’t easy, but it’s worth it
• People in tougher situations than you are pulling it off, by being 

intentional
• As a leader, you know more, and you’re known more as you get into 

classrooms more—and this increases your influence and impact
• It’s never too early or too late to start visiting classrooms
• Start low-key, be nice, and be curious—don’t take a clipboard



PrincipalCenter.com/ilsa



More on Changing Teacher Practice

PrincipalCenter.com/certification



PrincipalCenter.com/audible



Not A Member?

PrincipalCenter.com/join


